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As a black hole and neutron star approach during inspiral, the field lines of a magnetized neutron star

eventually thread the black hole event horizon and a short-lived electromagnetic circuit is established. The

black hole acts as a battery that provides power to the circuit, thereby lighting up the pair just before

merger. Although originally suggested as an electromagnetic counterpart to gravitational-wave detection,

a black hole battery is of more general interest as a novel luminous astrophysical source. To aid in the

theoretical understanding, we present analytic solutions for the electromagnetic fields of a magnetic dipole

in the presence of an event horizon. In the limit that the neutron star is very close to a Schwarzschild

horizon, the Rindler limit, we can solve Maxwell’s equations exactly for a magnetic dipole on an arbitrary

worldline. We present these solutions here and investigate a proxy for a small segment of the neutron star

orbit around a big black hole. We find that the voltage the black hole battery can provide is in the range

�1016 statvolts with a projected luminosity of 1042 ergs=s for an M ¼ 10M� black hole, a neutron star

with a B-field of 1012 G, and an orbital velocity�0:5c at a distance of 3M from the horizon. Larger black

holes provide less power for binary separations at a fixed number of gravitational radii. The black hole/

neutron star system therefore has a significant power supply to light up various elements in the circuit

possibly powering bursts, jets, beamed radiation, or even a hot spot on the neutron star crust.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.88.064059 PACS numbers: 04.70.�s, 04.20.Jb, 04.30.�w, 04.40.Nr

I. INTRODUCTION

Although intrinsically dark, a black hole (BH) can
potentially act as a battery in an electromagnetic circuit—
a battery that can power great luminosities when connected
to other elements in the circuit [1].

Blandford and Znajek famously proposed a BH battery
as the power source for quasar jets [2]. In their well-known
model, a spinning BH twists a strong magnetic field an-
chored in an accretion disk to create an emf that powers an
energetic jet. The BH spins down as energy is lost to the
luminosity of the jet. In a related yet novel scenario, it was
recently proposed [3] that a magnetized neutron star (NS)
in orbit with a BH could light up. When the BH orbits
within the magnetosphere of the NS, the relative motion of
the BH through the NS dipole field could generate an emf.
The BH acts as a battery, the field lines as wires, the
charged particles of the NS magnetosphere as current
carriers, and the NS itself behaves as a resistor. In princi-
ple, the orbit would wind down as angular momentum is
lost to the circuit, although in practice gravitational radia-
tion drains angular momentum faster by far. The circuit is
illustrated schematically in Fig. 1. (See also Refs. [4–8] for
related systems.)

BH-NS pairs may generate gamma-ray bursts during
merger via the Blandford-Znajek mechansim; when the
NS is tidally disrupted, accreting material tows a magnetic

field into the ringing BH [9–18]. If the BH is big enough,
however, the NS will not be tidally disrupted prior to
merger but instead will be swallowed whole, prohibiting
the postmerger gamma-ray burst. Since AdLIGO will be
most sensitive to binaries with larger BHs [19], it is
important to note that the electromagnetic circuit of [3]
may be the only electromagnetic counterpart to the
gravitational-wave signal.
In this paper, we describe the BH-NS circuit in an

analytic calculation valid for large BHs. Very near a large
BH, the event horizon looks like a flat wall and in this limit
the Schwarzschild metric can be approximated by a
Rindler metric—the metric of a flat spacetime as measured
by observers with uniform proper accelerations. In the
Rindler limit, calculations are simplified while some of
the key physics is retained. Due to acceleration, the Rindler
observer also sees a flat-wall event horizon and so the
relevant interaction of the EM field with a horizon is
present. Also, since the Rindler observer is just on a special
worldline in flat spacetime, calculations can be carried out
in the Minkowski spacetime and transformed to Rindler, a
significant calculational advantage. (The Rindler limit is
also used by [20] to investigate the fields of a point charge
interacting with a horizon.)
We consider a magnetic dipole on an arbitrary worldline

near the flat-wall event horizon and derive analytic expres-
sions for the electromagnetic fields. We find that a battery
is established when the worldline of the source incorpo-
rates motion parallel to the horizon and the pair have*dorazio@astro.columbia.edu
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approached within the light cylinder of the NS.1 As the pair
draws closer under the effects of gravitational radiation,
the power of the battery and luminosity of the circuit hit a
maximum, just prior to merger. We evaluate the maximum
power the black-hole battery would provide to a completed
circuit, and thus the maximum luminosity generated. In
addition, we estimate the maximum energy to which
plasma particles could be accelerated, and thus the type
of emission the circuit is capable of producing. As a pre-
view of the conclusions, we quote here the rough scaling of
the voltage and luminosity:

Vmax
H

� 3:3� 1016
�

Bp

1012 G

��
M

10M�

��2
statvolts

Lmax � 1:3� 1042
�

Bp

1012 G

�
2
�

M

10M�

��4 erg

s

(1)

whereM is the mass of the BH and Bp is the magnetic field

strength at the poles of the NS. (Readers who prefer to skip
the derivations in favor of the conclusions can fast-forward
to the results of Sec. VIII.) These scalings only apply at a
fixed height 3M above the horizon and are dependent on
the unknown resistivities of the plasma and of the NS.
Equation (1) should therefore be taken as a guide only.
Still, even with these caveats, the conclusion is that a BH-
NS circuit could power high-energy bursts of radiation

visible to current missions, especially for the special case
of magnetar-strength NS fields. This intriguing possibility
calls for more detailed predictions of the time scales and
spectra of emission, a topic for future explorations. We
hope that, in addition to the above estimates, the electro-
vacuum example this paper provides will be a resource for
further analytic studies and numerical experiments.

II. SETUP AND LIMITS

A. Rindler spacetime

Consider the line element in Minkowski spacetime

ds2 ¼ �dT2 þ dX2 þ dY2 þ dZ2: (2)

The following coordinate transformation,

T ¼ z sinh ðgHtÞ X ¼ x Z¼ z cosh ðgHtÞ Y ¼ y;

(3)

leads to the Rindler line element,

ds2¼��2dt2þdx2þdy2þdz2 �¼gHz (4)

where the lapse function � measures the difference in
Rindler observer proper time �R and Rindler coordinate
time t. For reference, the inverse transformation is given by

t ¼ 1

gH
tanh�1

�
T

Z

�
z ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Z2 � T2

p
; (5)

and we may write the noninertial, uniformly accelerated
trajectory in Minkowski coordinates as

X
�
R ¼ ðT; 0; 0; ZÞ ¼ ðzR sinh ðgHtÞ; 0; 0; zR cosh ðgHtÞÞ

u�R ¼ dXR

d�R
¼ ð�R; 0; 0; �R�RÞ

a�R ¼ duR
d�R

¼ z�1
R ð�R�R; 0; 0; �RÞ (6)

where

�R ¼ dZ

dT
¼ T

Z
�R ¼ ð1� �2

RÞ�1=2: (7)

It is also useful to express these in Rindler coordinates

�R ¼ cosh ðgHtÞ �R�R ¼ sinh ðgHtÞ: (8)

The 4-acceleration has constant magnitude:

a�Ra
R
� ¼ z�2

R (9)

and so observers of constant Rindler coordinate zR have a
4-acceleration of constant magnitude according to a
Minkowski observer.
Figure 2 is a Minkowski spacetime diagram demonstrat-

ing the wedge occupied by the Rindler spacetime (shaded
region). The worldline of a stationary Minkowski observer
is denoted by the vertical dotted line while the worldline of
a Rindler observer is denoted by the dashed hyperbolic

FIG. 1. Neutron star—Rindler horizon effective circuit dia-
gram. Magnetic field lines act as wires connecting the neutron
star to the horizon. Current flows in (out) of the horizon via
positively (negatively) charged particles spiraling in tight
Larmor radii around magnetic field lines into the horizon.

1Because we do not capture effects from spatial curvature, an
actual BH-NS pair may establish a battery even with head-on
motion.
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trajectory [Eq. (6)]. Due to their accelerations, Rindler
observers are causally disconnected from the nonshaded
region of Minkowski space in Fig. 2 and thus experience an
event horizon at z ¼ 0 (T ¼ �Z, Z > 0).

With the choice of gH ¼ 1=ð4MÞ and the transforma-
tions,

x¼ 2M� y¼ 2Mð���=2Þ z¼ 4Mð1� 2M=rÞ1=2;
(10)

the Rindler line element approximates the Schwarzschild
line element around the point ðr;�; �Þ ¼ ð2M; 0; �=2Þ.
Errors of order unity in the approximation to the
Schwarzschild spacetime occur when z ! 4M (� ! 1)
and y ! 2M (see e.g. [20]). The Rindler limit retains
some key features of the spacetime, including gravitational
redshifting and time dilation as well as the event
horizon, although it necessarily misses elements of spatial
curvature.

B. Electrodynamical properties of an event horizon
and the horizon battery

To understand and interpret power generation by the
BH-NS circuit, we first review some key features of hori-
zon electrodynamics [21]. We consult observers who are at
a fixed location relative to the event horizon. These fiducial
observers can tell us if the event horizon has established
charge separation and therefore a battery. Around a BH,
these observers must accelerate to maintain a fixed location
and avoid plunging into the BH. Similarly, in Rindler
space, our fiducial observers accelerate to maintain a fixed

location z from the event horizon. So while stationary
relative to the horizon, our fiducial observers are not sta-
tionary in an absolute sense—they are noninertial and so
must burn fuel to stay at their Rindler-coordinate location.
We are therefore after the electric ER and magnetic BR

fields measured by a Rindler observer—fields due to a
magnetic dipole source on an arbitrary worldline—and
we want to determine these fields everywhere outside the
event horizon. Problematically, the fields of a Rindler
observer will necessarily experience divergences at the
event horizon due to infinite time dilation. Following the
membrane paradigm [21], we construct a timelike hyper-
surface stretched over the true, null horizon. On the
stretched horizon, fields will be finite. We then apply
electromagnetic boundary conditions on this fictitious sur-
face. Since electric field lines can only terminate or origi-
nate on sources, the stretched horizon is assigned
hypothetical surface charge to satisfy the boundary con-
ditions of any normal ER component. Similarly, the
stretched horizon is assigned hypothetical surface current
to satisfy the boundary conditions of any tangential BR

component. As can be derived from local versions of
Gauss’s law and Ampere’s law, the fictitious charge density
and surface current are given by

ER � njH ¼ 4�	H �BRjH ¼ 4�JH � n (11)

where n is the unit normal to the horizon and H denotes
evaluation at the stretched horizon. The interpretation then
is that electric fields terminate on charges in the stretched
horizon, and magnetic fields parallel to the horizon are
sourced by surface currents.
Combining (11) along with the horizon normal compo-

nent of the differential form of Ampere’s law gives charge
conservation on the horizon

@	H

@t
þr � JH ¼ �ð�jnÞH (12)

where ð�jnÞH is the normal component of currents enter-
ing (positive charges flowing into) and leaving (negative
charges flowing into) the horizon in units of universal
time. The divergence is the two-dimensional divergence
computed on the horizon.
The lesson of the membrane paradigm: when electro-

magnetic field boundary conditions are applied, the hori-
zon behaves as if it were a conductor with the resistivity
of free space.2 On this (hypothetical) conductor may exist
(hypothetical) surface charges and currents. Equation (12)
tells us that charge is conserved as current flows. In the
vacuum calculations presented here, the right-hand side of
(12) will always be zero (to fractional errors of order �2

H
arising from stretching the horizon) as there is no plasma to
carry current off the horizon.

FIG. 2. Rindler space is the shaded wedge given by T >�Z,
Z > 0 on the Minkowski spacetime diagram. The dotted vertical
line is the trajectory of a Minkowski observer and the dashed
hyperbolic line is that of a Rindler observer as viewed by a
Minkowski observer. In the frame of the Rindler observer an
event horizon exists at T ¼ �Z.

2This follows from (11) as well as using stationary observers
to measure the fields. See Ch. 2 of [21].
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We will be particularly interested in the case where
the motion of a magnetic field relative to the Rindler
observers induces an electric field that has normal com-
ponents to the horizon. These normal components source
a surface charge density on the horizon that must, when
integrated over the black hole area, amount to zero net
charge for an initially uncharged black hole. Therefore,
charge separation is induced on the horizon and that
gradient can be interpreted as creating a battery. If an
external circuit is connected to the horizon then the
horizon emf associated with the charge separation will
drive a current in the circuit. The instantaneous emf of
such a horizon battery is given by

VH ¼
Z
½�ER�H � ds; (13)

remembering that an electric potential is only well
defined for electric fields that originate and terminate
on source charges, albeit hypothetical source charges in
this case. The situation is analogous to a conventional
chemical battery. In the horizon battery, energy of
motion of the magnetic field source replaces the chemi-
cal energy. In the specific case of a NS orbiting a
Schwarzschild BH, the energy source is the spin and
orbital energy of the binary.

Figure 1 shows the equivalent electrical circuit of
such a system. The horizon battery drives current in
the form of charged magnetosphere particles spiraling
along the NS magnetic field lines. Current enters the
horizon via positive-charge carriers (positrons) riding
magnetic field lines into the horizon and leaves the
horizon via negative-charge carriers (electrons) flowing
into the horizon. The current flows through three resis-
tors comprised of the NS, the plasma, and the BH. If we
know the electric field induced from the orbital motion
of the magnetic dipole we can compute a horizon bat-
tery voltage. We may calculate the power, as observed
at infinity, dissipated by the ith resistive component of
the system,

P ¼ V2
H

ðRH þRNS þ 2RplasmaÞ2
Ri; (14)

to approximate the luminosity generated by that com-
ponent. While the resistance of the BH horizon is set by
the resistivity of free space [21], the resistances of the
NS and plasma are interesting unknowns. Although the
primary calculations done here are all in vacuum, in
Sec. VIII we use Eq. (14) to estimate the power and find
that there is potential for significant bursts of energy
from black hole batteries.

First, we find exact closed form solutions for the elec-
tromagnetic fields of a magnetic dipole on an arbitrary
worldline. We then implement those solutions for specific
dipole trajectories.

III. A MAGNETIC DIPOLE IN
ARBITRARY MOTION

A. The electromagnetic four-potential

In Minkowski spacetime, Maxwell’s equations for the
4-potential A� are

hA�ðxÞ � @�ð@�A�Þ ¼ 4�

c
J�ðxÞ (15)

where J�ðxÞ is the 4-current as a function of the coordi-
nates.3 We choose to work in the Lorentz gauge @�A

� ¼ 0.

Then Maxwell’s equations for the 4-potential become
sourced wave equations,

hA�ðxÞ ¼ 4�

c
J�ðxÞ: (16)

We choose the 4-current for a point dipole source

J�ðxÞ ¼ r�

Z
Q��ð�Þ
ð4Þ½x� xSð�Þ�d� (17)

where � is the proper time of the dipole source, not to be
confused with the proper time of the Rindler observers �R,
and the antisymmetric dipole tensor,

Q��ð�Þ ¼ V�p� � p�V� þ ����	V
�m	; (18)

is the decomposition of electric p and magnetic m parts
[22,23]. (See Appendix B for more detail.) Notice that V is
the instantaneous 4-velocity of the source. Also, hereafter
X will denote observer coordinates and XS will denote the
coordinates along the trajectory of the dipole source. The
antisymmetric tensor is fixed by �0123 ¼ 1.
The solution for A� is derived in Appendix A and can be

written in the Minkowski frame, off of the worldline of the
source, as

A� ¼ r�

�
Q��

r � V
�
�
: (19)

By r � V between 4-vectors we mean the inner product
g�r

�V. Since the source may be moving, we must

account for the fact that an observer at X will observe
fields due to the source in the past, it taking the speed of
light for the source information to get to the observer.
Therefore, the 4-potential is always evaluated at the
retarded time T� as represented graphically in Fig. 3. The
retarded time is found as a function of observer coordinates
by imposing the null condition. We define the relative
distance between an observer and a point on the source
trajectory in Minkowski coordinates as

r� ¼ r0

r

 !
	 T � TS

X�XSðTSÞ

 !
: (20)

3We use Gaussian units to write Maxwell’s equations. In
writing Maxwell’s equations we have included the proper factors
of c. However, everywhere else, in writing the Rindler metric
and the 4-velocities etc. we have set G ¼ c ¼ 1.
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The null condition is ðr�r�Þ� ¼ 0, with subscript �
denoting evaluation at T�. Then

r0 ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r � rp ¼ r (21)

and

ðX�XSðT�ÞÞ2 ¼ ðT � T�Þ2: (22)

It should be noted that the covariant derivative in (19) is
taken with respect to the coordinates X�. Since the solution
to the null condition for T� is dependent on the position of
the observer, T� ¼ T�ðX�Þ, T� is acted on by the covariant
derivative.

For completeness, we expand the 4-potential further.
Since ðr�r�Þ� ¼ 0 we may write

r�rr
�j� ¼ 0 ¼ r�ð
�

 �r�V
�Þj�

¼ r � ðr � VÞr�j�:
Given this extremely useful relation, we can compile a list
of gradients that we will need in order to evaluate Eq. (19)
and construct the field tensor:

r�� ¼ r�
ðr � VÞ r�r

 ¼ 

� � r�V



ðr � VÞ
r�V

 ¼ r�a


ðr � VÞ r�a
 ¼ r�

ðr � VÞ _a

r�m
 ¼ r�

ðr � VÞ _m

(23)

where an overdot denotes a � derivative. Evaluation at � is
implied in the relations (23).
When there is only a magnetic dipole moment m,

then Q�� ¼ ����	V
�m	 and we can expand the

4-potential as

A�ðxÞ ¼ ����	r
�

�
a�m	 þV� _m	

ðr �VÞ2 �V�m	ð1þ r � aÞ
ðr �VÞ3

����������
:

(24)

Note that the rhs of Eq. (24) reduces to the usual stationary
dipole solution for a constant dipole at rest [V� ¼
ð1; 0; 0; 0Þ and _m ¼ 0], as it must.
Given the 4-potential, the electromagnetic field tensor is

F�� ¼ r½�A�� ¼ r�A� �r�A�: (25)

Using (23) and (24) to evaluate (25) we find

F��ðxÞ ¼ ��½����	
a�m	 þ V� _m	

ðr � VÞ2 þ r½������	

ðr � VÞ3 fr�ð2a� _m	 þ V� €m	 þ _a�m	Þ � V�ða�m	 þ V� _m	Þg

� 2
V½������	

ðr � VÞ3 fr�ða�m	 þ V� _m	Þg � a½������	

ðr � VÞ3 r�V�m	 þ �½����	
V�m	

ðr � VÞ3 ð1þ r � aÞ

� r½������	

ðr � VÞ4 f3r�ða�m	 þ V� _m	Þð1þ r � aÞ þ r�V�m	ðr � _aÞ � V�V�m	ð1þ r � aÞg

þ 3
V½������	

ðr � VÞ4 r�V�m	ð1þ r � aÞ þ 3
r½������	

ðr � VÞ5 r�V�m	ð1þ r � aÞ2: (26)

Again, evaluation at � is implied in the expression (26).4

The electromagnetic fields for an observer with 4-velocity u� are

E� ¼ F��u� B� ¼ 1

2
����
F�
u�: (27)

A stationary Minkowski observer has 4-velocity u� ¼ ð1; 0; 0; 0Þ and the Minkowski fields drop out:

FIG. 3. Diagram demonstrating the relationship between
source trajectory coordinates XSð�Þ, observer coordinates X,
and the retarded proper time ��ðXÞ at the intersection of the
past light cone of an observer at X and the source trajectory.

4Note that the (1þ r � a) term, in (24) and (26), becomes (c2 þ r � a) upon restoring units.
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EM ¼ �frA0 þr0Ag BM ¼ r�A: (28)

In vector notation,

A0 ¼ ða�mÞ � rþ ðV � _mÞ � r
ðr � VÞ2 � ðV �mÞ � r

ðr � VÞ3 ð1þ r � aÞj�

A ¼ r0ða�mÞ þ r0ðV � _mÞ � a0ðr�mÞ � V0ðr� _mÞ þm0ðr� aÞ þ _m0ðr� VÞ
ðr � VÞ2

���������

� r0ðV �mÞ � V0ðm� rÞ þm0ðr� VÞ
ðr � VÞ3 ð1þ r � aÞj� (29)

where the source kinematics can be expressed as

V�¼ðV0;VÞ¼ ð�S;�S�SÞ �S¼dXS

dT

a�¼
�
�4
S

�
�S �d�S

dT

�
;�2

S

d�S

dT
þ�4

S

�
�S �d�S

dT

�
�S

� (30)

where �S, �S are the instantaneous Lorentz factor and
Lorentz boost of the source, not to be confused with �R,
�R of the Rindler observer. A dipole with only a magnetic
rest-frame moment mS moving at � relative to our
Minkowski observer has moments

p� ¼ ð0; ~0Þ
m� ¼ ð�S�S �mS;mS þ ð�S � 1Þð�̂S �mSÞ�̂SÞ

(31)

as explained in more detail in Appendix B. With the
values in Eqs. (30) and (31), the Minkowski fields can be
computed. Rindler fields are then transformed from the
Minkowski fields.

We find the Rindler fieldsER andBR (primed) expressed
in terms of Minkowski fields EM, BM (unprimed) and the
Rindler 4-velocity (6) via the transformations,

E�0 ¼ @x�
0

@x�
F��uR� B�0 ¼ 1

2

@x�
0

@x�
����
F�
u

R
�: (32)

Here u
�
R is the Rindler velocity according to a Minkowski

observer and the coordinate transformation expresses the
components of the fields in the Rindler basis.

A compact way to expand Eq. (32) exploits the fact that
any vector can be decomposed as

ER¼ �̂Rð�̂R �ERÞþ �̂R�ðER� �̂RÞ¼E?
R þEk

R (33)

where ? and k refer to components perpendicular to the
Rindler horizon and parallel to the Rindler horizon respec-
tively. (So? is parallel to�R and k is perpendicular to�R.)
The fields as measured by a Rindler observer are then
expressed conveniently in terms of the fields as measured
by a Minkowski observer as

ER ¼ E?
M þ �RE

k
M þ �Rð�R � Bk

MÞ
BR ¼ B?

M þ �RB
k
M � �Rð�R � Ek

MÞ:
(34)

Although we will focus on computing a charge gradient
on the horizon to gauge the power output of the BH circuit
in the following examples, it is also instructive to consider
the Poynting flux driven by the Rindler dipole. Given
the electromagnetic fields as measured by the Rindler
observer, we may compute the Poynting vector in Rindler
space as seen by an observer at infinity,

S ¼ �2

4�
ER � BR; (35)

where one factor of � converts from locally measured
energy to energy at infinity and the second factor converts
from proper time measured by the local stationary observer
to the universal time of the 3þ 1 split (see Sec. II B).
To understand the meaning of the Poynting flux in this

case, we integrate Poynting’s theorem over the entire
Rindler 3-volume, bounded at infinity and the horizon,

dU

dt
¼ �

Z
S1 � dA�

Z
EH � JHdA: (36)

The last term on the right is evaluated over the stretched
horizon since this is the only location in the volume where
there are nonzero currents (we could of course add a
plasma and get more currents). In the absence of radiation
at infinity, we see that any change in EM energy U must be
due to ohmic dissipation from horizon surface currents.
Generally, the Poynting flux perceived by a Rindler

observer can be expressed in terms of Minkowski fields as

4���2S ¼ �RE
?
M½ð�̂R � Bk

MÞ þ �RE
k
M�

þ �RB
?
M½�ð�̂R � Ek

MÞ þ �RB
k
M�

� �2
R�R½ðBk

MÞ2 þ ðEk
MÞ2�

þ �2
Rð1þ �2

RÞ½Ek
M � Bk

M�: (37)

The first two terms represent flux parallel to the horizon.
The third term is always into the horizon and is due solely
to the Rindler motion. The final term can be in or out of the
horizon and is proportional to the in or out (�Z) Poynting
flux that would be observed by a Minkowski observer. This
final term is the only term that could contribute to power
coming out of the dipole-horizon system. However, it can
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be negated by the inward flux due to Rindler observer
motion.

In our vacuum calculations, the Poynting flux can only
tell us about radiation from the moving dipole fields, since
we have not included a plasma. Instead, we look for the
existence of a battery to ascertain if there is a power source.
When a magnetosphere is added, the black hole battery
will power an outward Poynting flux at infinity delivering
radiation to a distant observer.

IV. A FREELY FALLING DIPOLE SOLUTION

As a check of the above dipole solutions, we consider a
dipole source that is stationary in Minkowski space at the
location (XS ¼ 0, YS ¼ 0, ZS ¼ constant). According to
the Rindler observer, the magnetic dipole appears to fall
straight into the event horizon. In Minkowski coordinates,
the worldline is characterized by

r� ¼

T � TS

X

Y

Z� ZS

0
BBBBB@

1
CCCCCA V� ¼

1

0

0

0

0
BBBBB@

1
CCCCCA a� ¼

0

0

0

0

0
BBBBB@

1
CCCCCA: (38)

The trajectory is plotted as the dotted worldline in Fig. 4 as
seen by Minkowski observers (top panel) and by Rindler
observers (bottom panel). The retarded time can be found
in closed form:

T� ¼ T �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
X2 þ Y2 þ ðZ� ZSÞ2

q
:

Because our source is stationary in Minkowski spacetime,
there is no dependence on T in the field solutions and

ðr � VÞ� ¼ �r�: (39)

Then our 4-potential becomes simply

A�ðxÞ ¼ ���0	r
�m	

r3

���������
(40)

which, written more familiarly, is the potential of a sta-
tionary magnetic dipole

A0 ¼ 0; AðxÞ ¼ mS � r̂

r2
: (41)

where r̂ ¼ r=r and mS is the source 3-dipole moment.
The nonzero field components as viewed by the

Minkowski observer in the rest frame of the dipole are

EM ¼ 0 BM ¼ ½3ðmS � r̂Þr̂�mS�
r3

: (42)

FIG. 4. Spacetime diagrams for the infalling Rindler dipole of
Sec. IV. Also shown is the worldline of a Rindler observer. The
top panel is drawn by Minkowski observers; the bottom panel is
drawn by Rindler observers. Note that ZS ¼ zS at T ¼ t ¼ 0,
hence the labeling of the initial source position.

�1.0 �0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

y

z

SR �x�xS�

FIG. 5. The x ¼ xS ¼ 0 slice (plane containing the dipole) of
the Poynting flux for the infalling dipole as viewed by Rindler
observers. The axes are in units of ZS.
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The fields as measured by our Rindler observer are
related to the Minkowski observer fields according to
the transformation law Eq. (34), which in this case sim-
plifies to

ER ¼ �Rð�R � Bk
MÞ ¼ �Rð�R �BMÞ

BR ¼ B?
M þ �RB

k
M:

(43)

We can plot the fields observed by a Rindler observer in
Rindler coordinates if we express r in Rindler coordinates

r ¼ ðx; y; z�R � ZSÞ; (44)

with ZS just a number for this example.
A slightly different path to the same answer is to

transform the 4-potential directly into Rindler coordi-
nates and build the Rindler observer’s electromagnetic
field tensor. Both approaches give the same result, as
they must.
Equation (11) gives the horizon current and charge

density,

FIG. 6 (color online). 3D visualization of the magnetic dipole field lines of a dipole falling from initial height zSðt ¼ 0Þ ¼ ZS above
the Rindler horizon, denoted by the gray plane at z ¼ 0. The visualization region is a cube with side length 2ZS. On the left, magnetic
field lines and the corresponding horizon current densities JH are plotted. On the right, electric field lines and corresponding charge
densities 	H (0 here) are plotted on the stretched horizon located at zH ¼ 0:01ZS.
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	H 	 E?
R

4�

��������H
¼ 0

JH 	
�
1

4�
�̂R � �Bk

R

�
H

¼ gHzH
4�

½�̂R �Bk
M�R�z¼zH

(45)

where �̂R is the unit normal to the Rindler horizon and zH
is the position of the stretched Rindler horizon. Since there
is no charge on the horizon, there is no potential drop on
the horizon—that is, no battery has been established.
A freely falling dipole does not generate a power supply
in the Rindler limit.

SinceEM ¼ 0, we already know from Eq. (37) that there
is no outward directed Poynting flux anywhere. Neither the
Rindler observer nor the Minkowski observer sees any
radiation. For completeness, we write the Rindler
Poynting vector explicitly

S ¼ g2Hz
2

4�
½�R�RB

?
MB

k
M � �2

RðBk
MÞ2�R� (46)

and plot streamlines of S in Fig. 5. Notice there is a
component of the Poynting flux parallel to the horizon
and there is a component of the Poynting flux into the
horizon, both due to the observer’s motion outward.

For the sake of illustration, we write out the components
of ER and BR from Eq. (43) for the infalling dipole explic-
itly for the case mS ¼ mêy . Using �R ¼ cosh ðgHtÞ and

�R�R ¼ sinh ðgHtÞ and the magnitude of r from Eq. (44),

Bx
R¼

3mxy

r5
cosh½gHt� By

R¼�mðr2�3y2Þ
r5

cosh½gHt�

Bz
R¼

3myðzcosh½gHt��ZSÞ
r5

Ex
R¼

mðr2�3y2Þ
r5

sinh½gHt�

Ey
R¼

3mxy

r5
sinh½gHt� Ez

R¼0: (47)

Using (47), we plot the fields and horizon charge densities
and currents at three different times during the infall in
Fig. 6. As we have already seen from Eq. (45), there are
no charges set up on the horizon and thus no battery.
However, there are currents moving in circles along the
horizon. These are the currents implied in the discussion
surrounding (36) which are responsible for dissipating the
energy in the EM fields as they pass through the horizon.
Note that the divergence of JH in this case is 0, as can be
seen from the purely rotational nature of the horizon cur-
rents in Fig. 6. Recalling Eq. (12), we see that this must be
the case for charge conservation to hold in vacuum where
currents normal to the horizon, jn, must be zero.

The freely falling worldline provides a helpful test of our
solutions, but no power for an electromagnetic circuit. This
system would remain dark, unlike the orbit we explore in
the next section. (For an actual BH-NS system at separa-
tions that probe spatial curvature, a battery may be estab-
lished even with pure infall. The effect is not captured here
in a flat-wall limit.)

V. A BOOSTED, FREELY FALLING
DIPOLE SOLUTION

As a second test of the solutions, consider a source that
stays at constant ZS in Minkowski but is boosted in the X, Y
plane. Relative to our Rindler observer, the dipole will
appear to fall through the horizon but on an arc.
Taking the boost to be at constant velocity in the X

direction, as seen by the Minkowski observer, we have

r� ¼

T � TS

X��STS

Y

Z� ZS

0
BBBBB@

1
CCCCCA V� ¼

�S

�S�S

0

0

0
BBBBB@

1
CCCCCA a� ¼

0

0

0

0

0
BBBBB@

1
CCCCCA:

(48)

The coordinate ZS is again simply a number; �S and �S ¼
ð1� �2

SÞ�1=2 are also constant. It is important to note that

although the Minkowski observer sees the dipole boosted
in the X direction at a constant velocity, the Rindler
observer sees the dipole slow down in the x direction as
it speeds up in the z. This is illustrated in Fig. 7.
The retarded time can be found in closed form:

T� ¼ �2
SðT � �SXÞ

� �S

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�2
SðT � �SXÞ2 � T2 þ X2 þ Y2 þ ðZ� ZSÞ2

q
(49)

FIG. 7. Spacetime diagram depicting the x component of the
infalling, boosted dipole worldline of Sec. V from the Rindler
observer’s perspective, for three different values of �S. The z
component of the worldline is identical to that portrayed for the
infalling dipole in the bottom panel of Fig. 4 except the light
cone structure is altered. Because the infalling boosted dipole
approaches the speed of light in the z direction, the motion in the
x direction must go to zero (dx=dt ! 0). This is evident from the
worldlines in this figure which asymptote to vertical lines.
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so that

ðr � VÞ� ¼ �½�2
SðX � �STÞ2 þ Y2 þ ðZ � ZSÞ2�1=2:

(50)

Equation (24) with a ¼ 0 and _m ¼ 0 then gives the
4-potential for a boosted Minkowski dipole. From the
4-potential or the field tensor, Minkowski EM and BM

can be derived from Eq. (28) or (27).
As a check, we may also derive the electromagnetic

fields by writing the field tensor for a dipole in the
rest frame of a Minkowski observer, transform to a
boosted frame, and then transform to the accelerated
Rindler frame.

Let the reference frame of the Minkowski observer at
rest with respect to the dipole be denoted by a double
prime, the frame of the Minkowski observer boosted rela-
tive to the source by a single prime, and the Rindler frame

by no prime. Then the field tensor F�00�00 ðX�00 Þ is con-
structed from Eq. (42). The field tensor in the Minkowski
boosted frame is given by

F�0�0 ðX0Þ ¼ ��0
	00�

�0
�00F	00�00 ðX00Þ (51)

where ��0
	00 is the Lorentz transformation for a boost in the

X direction. The boosted coordinates X�0
are given in

terms of the rest-frame coordinates X�00
via an inverse

Lorentz transformation. The Rindler ER and ER fields
are then found via Eqs. (6) and (32),

E�
RðxÞ ¼

@x�

@x�
0 F

�0�0 ðX0ÞuR�0

B�
RðxÞ ¼

1

2

@x�

@x�
0 �

�0�0�0
0
F�0
0 ðX0ÞuR�0 ;

(52)

where uR�0 are the components of the Rindler observer’s

4-velocity as viewed by the boosted Minkowski observer.

The X�0 ðx�Þ are given by Eq. (3) and we have again kept
Rindler coordinates lowercase while Minkowski coordi-
nates are uppercase.

Carrying out the above procedure, we start with an
observer comoving with the dipole. This observer sees
fields,

EM00 ¼ 0 BM00 ¼ 3r̂00ðmS � r̂00Þ �mS

r003
; (53)

where mS is the constant rest-frame value of the dipole’s
magnetic moment and r00 is a radial coordinate in the
rest frame of the dipole. There exists another Minkowski
observer boosted by ��S relative to the source who
measures the fields

EM0 ¼ ��Sð�S � BM00 Þ
BM0 ¼ BM00 þ ð�S � 1Þ�̂S � ðBM00 � �̂SÞ:

(54)

We obtain the Rindler fields by an application of Eq. (34):

ER¼�S�Rð�R�BM00 Þ�½�S�̂R � ð�S�BM00 Þ��̂R

�½�RBM00 � ðð�S�1Þj�Rj�̂S��Sj�Sj�̂RÞ�ð�̂R� �̂SÞ
BR¼�S�RBM00 �½�Sð�R�1ÞðBM00 � �̂RÞ��̂R

�½�RBM00 � ðð�S�1Þ�̂S��Sj�Sj�RÞ��̂S (55)

The horizon charge and current densities are

	H 	 E?
R

4�

��������H
¼ � �̂R � ð�S�S �Bk

M00 Þz¼zH

4�

JH 	
�
1

4�
�̂R � �Bk

R

�
H

¼ �R

gHzH
4�

½�Sð�̂R �Bk
M00 Þ � BM00 � ðð�S � 1Þ�̂S

� �Sj�Sj�RÞð�̂R � �̂SÞ�z¼zH
: (56)

This example manifests charge separation and therefore a
voltage drop across the event horizon. We have established
a BH battery.
To express these Rindler fields in Rindler coordinates,

we perform a Lorentz transformation on the Minkowski
4-vector r00 for a boost in the x direction and use Eq. (3) to
write

r00 ¼ ð�Sðx� �Sz sinh ½gHt�Þ; y; z cosh ½gHt� � ZSÞ: (57)

Equations (57), (53), and (55), then give the Rindler fields
in Rindler coordinates.
The Rindler fields derived in this manner agree with the

fields derived from inserting (48) into the 4-potential as
they must.
Choosing mS ¼ mêy , given that we boost in the x

direction, leads to the simplest form for the observed
4-dipole moment,

m�
R ¼ m�

M00 ¼ m�
M0 ¼ ð0;mSÞ: (58)

Wewrite out the components ofER andBR for the boosted,
infalling dipole explicitly:

Bx
R ¼ �S

3myðx cosh ½gHt� � �SZS sinh ½gHt�Þ
r5

By
R ¼ ��S

mðr2 � 3y2Þ
r5

cosh ½gHt�

Bz
R ¼ �S

3myðz cosh ½gHt� � ZSÞ
r5

Ex
R ¼ �S

mðr2 � 3y2Þ
r5

sinh ½gHt�

Ey
R ¼ �S

3myfx sinh ½gHt� þ �Sðz� ZS cosh ½gHt�Þg
r5

Ez
R ¼ �S

mðr2 � 3y2Þ
r5

�S (59)
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where r is the rhs of (50) in Rindler coordinates. Using the
above, we plot the fields, and horizon charge and current
densities, given by Eq. (56), at three different times during
the inspiral in Fig. 8.

Figure 9 shows the Poynting flux generated by the above
fields for �S ¼ 0:1, 0.5, 0.9. The Poynting flux is directed
into the horizon below the dipole signifying the dissipation
of the field energy into the horizon (via ohmic dissipation
from horizon currents). The increasingly uniform z

component of the Poynting flux for increasing �S is due
to the increasing disparity between t and t� (observers see
further into the relative past of the dipole) for larger�S and
smaller z. There is no observed Poynting flux at infinity in
this case and hence no radiation from the moving dipole
in vacuum. We elaborate on the above points further in
Sec. VII.
Figure 8, as well as the expression for Ez

R and
Eq. (11) for the horizon charge density, indeed confirms

FIG. 8 (color online). 3D visualization of the field lines of a dipole spiraling into the Rindler horizon from initial height
zSðt ¼ 0Þ ¼ ZS with an initial boost of �S ¼ 0:9 in the x direction. The visualization region spans from �2ZS to 2ZS in the x and
y directions and extends 2ZS above the Rindler horizon. Surface currents JH and surface charge densities 	H are plotted on the
stretched horizon located at zH ¼ 0:01ZS.
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FIG. 9. An x ¼ xS ¼ 0 slice of the Poynting flux for the
infalling boosted dipole of Sec. Vas viewed by Rindler observers
for three different boost magnitudes in the x direction, �S ¼ 0:1,
0.5, 0.9. The Poynting flux is 0 at infinity despite outward
components of the field in the region plotted here. The axes
are in units of ZS.

FIG. 10 (color online). Current density vectors (white) overlaid
on contours of charge density on the stretched horizon (�H ¼
10�4) of the infalling boosted dipole with rest-frame magnetic
moment in the y direction. From top to bottom, the magnitude of
the boost in the x direction increases from �S ¼ 0:1, 0.5, 0.9. As
inferred from the last of Eq. (59), the magnitude of the charge
density increases with�S. Also the shape of the charge separation
is squeezed in the direction of source boost as indicated by
Eq. (60). All of the snapshots are taken at gHt ¼ 1 and the contour
labels are arbitrarily scaled. The gray regions are regions of
steeply increasing 	H which have been removed to more clearly
view the contour structure. The axes are in units of ZS.
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that charge separation occurs on the stretched horizon.
Figure 10 explores the horizon charge density further.
As we will elaborate in Sec. VII, this charge separation
can be considered a result of tangential components of
the dipole magnetic field sourcing horizon currents via
(11). Because no currents are entering or leaving the
horizon in the vacuum case, these horizon currents pile
up charge on the horizon; that is, the divergence of the
horizon current in (12) is not 0, but cancels a time
changing charge density. This is why the currents seem
to flow towards regions of positive charge in Fig. 10. We
see also that, as might have been expected, the magni-
tude of the charge separation grows with the speed of the
boost, i.e. the more energy given to boost the dipole
along the horizon, the higher the voltage of the horizon
battery.

The line of zero charge density in the plane of the
stretched horizon is given by

xj	H¼0 ¼ �SzH sinh ½gHt�
� ��1

S

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2y2 � ðzH cosh ½gHt� � ZSÞ2

q
: (60)

On the true horizon,

xj	H¼0 ¼ ���1
S

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2y2 � Z2

S

q
: (61)

On the stretched horizon the shape of the charge separation
boosts along the horizon at late times, when zH sinh ½gHt�
becomes large. On the true horizon however the charge
separation is stationary reflecting the freezing in of fields
on the horizon.

As can be seen in Fig. 10, the ��1
S prefactor in Eq. (61)

morphs the geometry of the charge separation from that of
roughly equal parts positive and negative charge at low �S,
to that of smaller regions of larger negative charge density
squeezed to the sides of the dipole in the direction of its
motion for larger �S.

The charge separation and corresponding battery emf is
a direct consequence of the boosted motion parallel to the
horizon. We will see this feature again in the final example
(Sec. VII). In the penultimate section, Sec. VIII, we esti-
mate the power produced by a black hole battery, the
luminosities attained in the circuit, and the energy scale
of the emission.

VI. RINDLER DIPOLE

Now suppose there is a magnetic dipole that is uniformly
accelerated so that it lives at constant Rindler coordinate
zS. While the Minkowski observers see this dipole accel-
erate and asymptote to a null trajectory, the Rindler
observers see a source dipole at fixed coordinate distance
above the horizon.

This is the first case for which we no longer have
a check of our solutions. Nor do we have an obvious
alternative method of calculation. We must compute

fields from our exact solution for the 4-potential from
Sec. III. The kinematics of the accelerated source are
characterized by

r� ¼

T � TS

X

Y

Z� ZSðTSÞ

0
BBBBB@

1
CCCCCA V� ¼ �S

1

0

0

�S

0
BBBBB@

1
CCCCCA

a� ¼ �2
S

ZS

�S

0

0

1

0
BBBBB@

1
CCCCCA _a� ¼ �3

S

Z2
S

1

0

0

�S

0
BBBBB@

1
CCCCCA

where, in this case, �S ¼ tanh ðgHtSÞ ¼ TS=ZS, �S ¼
cosh ðgHtSÞ ¼ ð1� ðTS=ZSÞ2Þ�1=2, and ZS ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
z2S þ T2

S

q
¼

zS cosh ½gHtS�, where zS is the constant height of the
Rindler dipole above the horizon.
Here, the light cone condition is easier to solve in

Rindler coordinates. Evaluating the source at the retarded
time, tS ¼ t�, the light cone condition is

x2 þ y2 þ z2 þ z2S � 2zzS cosh ½gHðt� t�Þ� ¼ 0: (62)

For zS ¼ constant, we find

t�ðxÞ ¼ t� g�1
H cosh�1

�
x2 þ y2 þ z2 þ z2S

2zzS

�
(63)

and T� ¼ zS sinh ðgHt�Þ.
Now that we have an expression for the retarded time,

we can find the fields for our Rindler observer following
the prescription of Sec. III. For the sake of illustration,
we write the Rindler fields for the specific case where
mS ¼ mêy:

Bx
R ¼ �48mxyzz2S

ðr�rþÞ5
½r2þ � 2zzS� By

R ¼ 8mzz2S
ðr�rþÞ3

þ Bx
R

y

x

Bz
R ¼ 16myz2S

ðr�rþÞ5
½ðr�rþÞ2 þ 6z2z2S� þBx

R

z

x

ER ¼ 0 r� ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 þ y2 þ ðz� zSÞ2

q
: (64)

We plot the above fields in Fig. 11 from four different
points of view; looking down each coordinate axis and
looking from a position halfway between the x and y
axes. From the above expressions we see that even though
the Minkowski dipole is accelerated, Rindler observers see
no radiation field, nor do they see any electric field at all.
This is surprising since the Minkowski observers see a
Poynting flux as well as radiation.5 However, from the
expression for the Rindler Poynting flux in terms of

5Note that the field tensor (26) has terms which fall off as 1=jrj
and hence generate a radiation field, as long as there is a nonzero
dipole acceleration. (See also [24].)
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Minkowski fields (37), we see that the purely Minkowski

term ½Ek
M � Bk

M� is exactly balanced by terms due to
accelerations of the Rindler observers, which account for
field energy moving past them as they accelerate. Note that
this is also consistent with our choice of the rest-frame
moments mS and pS.

As can be seen in Fig. 11, at the horizon, the fields align
themselves perpendicular to the horizon, i.e. BH ¼ 0.
This is a consequence of the conductorlike properties of
the horizon, Eq. (11), along with the ingoing wave bound-
ary conditions, BH ¼ �êz � EH and EH ¼ êz �BH ,
which are a result of choosing stationary observers to
measure the fields.

Since ER ¼ 0, no battery is established for the Rindler
dipole. But then, no battery would be expected from this
configuration given that the dipole is fixed relative to the
horizon. When we introduce relative motion, as we do in

the next section, we will once again see a power source
generated in the form of an event-horizon battery.

VII. RINDLER DIPOLE BOOSTED
PARALLEL TO THE HORIZON

We would like to imagine a worldline for the source
dipole that mimics a magnetized NS in orbit around a
BH. The physical motion we want to represent is best
imitated by a source dipole at some fixed Rindler
height above the horizon zS, but moving parallel to
the horizon with some fixed Rindler velocity, vS;x ¼
constant, so that

xS ¼ vS;x�StS: (65)

The kinematic ingredients are then expressed in
Minkowski coordinates as

FIG. 11. 3D visualization of the magnetic dipole field lines hovering at constant height zS above the Rindler horizon, denoted by the
gray plane at z ¼ 0. The visualization region is a cube with side length 2zS.
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r� ¼

T � TS

X� XSðTSÞ
Y

Z� ZSðTSÞ

0
BBBBB@

1
CCCCCA V� ¼ �S

1

�S;X

0

�S;Z

0
BBBBB@

1
CCCCCA

a� ¼ �2
S

ZS

�S;Z

0

0

1

0
BBBBB@

1
CCCCCA _a� ¼ �3

S

Z2
S

1

0

0

�S;Z

0
BBBBB@

1
CCCCCA:

Here �S is the total Lorentz factor computed with
�S ¼ �S;XeX þ �S;ZeZ and

�S;X ¼ vS;x

zS
ZS

�S;Z ¼ TS

ZS

(66)

and again ZS ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
z2S þ T2

S

q
¼ zS cosh ½gHtS�, with zS the

constant height of the Rindler dipole above the hori-
zon. Notice that as long as jvS;xj 
 1, the source

will travel slower than the speed of light at all times,
�S 
 1.

The light cone condition in Rindler coordinates can no
longer be found in closed form for tS ¼ t�. We can
however write A� or F�� in terms of t� (or T�) and
solve numerically for the retarded time. It is extremely
helpful that we never have to take explicit derivatives
of t� since the first relation in Eq. (23) allows us to
reexpress derivatives in terms of more transparent
variables.

Figure 13 plots the fields of a parallel-boosted dipole for
the choice of a magnetic dipole moment in the y direction
and a boost in the x direction. Each panel plots streamlines
of the magnetic (blue) or electric (red) fields in the y-z
plane containing the source. Also plotted are contours of

Bx
R=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðBy

RÞ2 þ ðBz
RÞ2

q
or Ex

R=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðEy

RÞ2 þ ðEz
RÞ2

q
to give a sense

of the 3D nature of the fields. Successive rows correspond
to increases in vS;x. The fields do not evolve in time except

for their constant (universal-time) velocity motion in the x
direction.

The dipolar magnetic field structure flattens near the
horizon due to time dilation. Observers below the dipole
source see the dipole as it was further in the past, when the
dipole was further away in the negative x direction, than do
observers the same distance above the source. This leads to
an overall dragging of field lines along the horizon as
explained in more detail in the figure captions.

We also see this effect in Fig. 16 which is a slice of the
Poynting-flux vector field in the y-z plane containing the
source. For large vS;x, observers at small z see fields from
when the dipole is relatively far away and thus do not see
the dipole structure of the field energy flowing past them,
only nearly uniform z and y components.

For small vS;x, the fields resemble those in the stationary

case, threading the horizon nearly perpendicularly.

As vS;x is increased, the dragging effect causes the fields

near the horizon to lay down tangentially to the horizon as
the source moves along. Figure 14 shows a 3D represen-
tation of the dragging effect for the vS;x ¼ 0:2 case. In the

left panel of Fig. 14 we see that the tangential magnetic
fields source horizon currents. Via horizon charge conser-
vation, these currents build up horizon charge density
which we observe in the right panel of Fig. 14 and
interpret as the normal components of the induced electric
fields. Figure 15 shows the horizon charge and current
densities for three different vS;x, all at gHt ¼ 10. As time

progresses, these same charge and current distributions
are dragged behind the dipole on the stretched horizon at
a lag distance which increases as vS;x increases, and also

as the distance between the stretched and true horizons
decreases.
An interpretation of this behavior follows similarly to

that of [20] for the case of an electric point charge boosted
parallel to the Rindler horizon. In the electric point-charge
case, the charge distribution induced on the horizon is also
dragged behind the boosted source. Via charge conserva-
tion, this necessitates horizon currents to redistribute
charges. Such horizon currents can be thought of as due
to tangential components of magnetic fields induced by the
moving point charge.
The key result from this example is the explicit

charge separation and therefore voltage drop across
the event horizon. We have established an event-horizon
battery, a power source for a BH-NS electromagnetic
circuit. The boosted Rindler dipole provides a proxy for
a NS in orbit around a big BH. We will use this case to
estimate some astrophysically relevant scales in the
following section.

FIG. 12. Spacetime diagram in the Rindler frame depicting the
worldline of a source boosted parallel to the Rindler horizon
(Sec. VII). The light ray (dotted line) has slope dt=dz ¼
ðgHzSÞ�1 and the worldline has slope ðvS;xgHzSÞ�1, where zS
is the constant position of the source above the Rindler horizon.
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FIG. 13 (color online). Streamlines of the magnetic (left) and electric (right) fields in the plane x ¼ 0 for a magnetic dipole with
dipole moment m / êy and with three different boost velocities increasing from top to bottom vS;x ¼ 0:1, 0.5, 0.9 in the x direction.

Plotted over the streamlines are contours of the x components of the fields relative to the y-z magnitude. Darker regions represent
negative values and lighter regions represent positive values. The white regions are clipped to better view the contour structure. The
snapshots here are taken at gHt ¼ 1=4; however the fields retain the same structure for all time except for their motion in the x
direction (out of the page). The axes are in units of zS. Since the source is boosted, observers near the horizon see the fields as they
would have been when the dipole was further away in the negative x direction. The result is an observed dragging of the fields along the
horizon in the negative x direction. The observed larger radius of curvature of the dipole lobes manifests itself as the flattening of
the field lines. As can be gathered from Fig. 12, this effect is intensified for larger boost factor vS;x. In the vS;x ¼ 0:9 case, plotted at the
bottom of the figure, the 2D slice of the magnetic field loses its dipolar structure in most of the region below the source. As vS;x

approaches 1, the slope of the source worldline approaches the light cone slope and an observer at a given z will see further and further
into the relative past of the dipole. Note also that the contours in the left panels show that the circulation direction of the dipole lobes
changes sign at a value of z which gets larger for larger vS;x. This change in sign results since observers near the horizon see fields from

further in the past when the fields were pointing in a different x direction. The increase in z location of this turning point for larger vS;x

can again be understood from Fig. 12.
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VIII. CONSEQUENCES FOR THE BH-NS BINARY

A. Voltage, luminosity, and energy

We utilize the electromagnetic field solutions of the
boosted, Rindler dipole of Sec. VII to estimate the power
output and maximum energy of radiation a BH battery can
supply. We treat the BH-NS system as a series circuit
containing resistors and a battery with voltage given via
(13) from the electromagnetic field solutions. For simplic-
ity, we imagine sticking one wire of the circuit into the
point of maximum horizon potential, and the other wire, a
distance of 2M away in the y direction. From (10), this
separation can be compared to a circuit connecting the pole
and equator of a Schwarzschild BH. (Although this seems
arbitrary, there is little dependence on the distance. We
could have stuck the other wire at infinity with little
difference in results.) For the boosted Rindler dipole solu-
tions with mS ¼ mey , the y component of the vector

potential vanishes. Then from the potential of Eq. (13)
and the electric field Eq. (28) in a Rindler coordinate
frame, we have ryVH ¼ �ER

y ¼ �2ryA
0
R, and therefore

VH ¼ �2A0
R across regions of charge separation estimates

the voltage drop on the horizon. In terms of the Rindler
retarded time, and with physical constants restored, the
horizon voltage is

VH ¼ c2vS;xzHm

8GM

�
v2
S;xzS

gH
c
t� � vS;xxþ zH~S

��3

�
�
zHð1þ 2v2

S;x þ ~C2Þ þ 2vS;x
~S
�
x�vS;xzS

gH
c
t�
�

� 2~C
�
x2 þv2

S;xz
2
S þ z2H

zS

þvS;x

gH
c
t�
�
vS;xzS

gH
c
t� � 2x

���
(67)

with

~C ¼ cosh

�
gH
c
ðt� t�Þ

�
; ~S ¼ sinh

�
gH
c
ðt� t�Þ

�
;

~C2 ¼ cosh

�
2
gH
c
ðt� t�Þ

�
wherem is the NS rest-frame dipole moment [see (68)] and
the retarded time t� is a function of the (Rindler) observer
coordinates.
We compute power radiated by such a circuit from (14).

To do so, we estimate the physically relevant values of the
various parameters. Very near the Schwarzschild horizon,
in physical units, the gravitational acceleration is

gH ¼ c4

4GM
’ 1:5� 1014

�
10M�
M

�
cm

s2

about 100 billion times that on Earth for a 10M�
black hole. The magnitude of the NS’s magnetic dipole
moment written in terms of the magnetic field strength
at the NS’s poles Bp and the radius of the NS RNS is of

order

m¼BpR
3
NS

2
’5�1029

�
Bp

1012 G

��
RNS

106 cm

�
3
G cm3: (68)

We must also approximate the resistances in our astrophys-
ical circuit diagramed in Fig. 1. We have three resistors to
consider: the horizon with resistance RH,

6 the NS crust
with resistance RNS and the plasma of the NS magneto-
sphere denoted by Rplasma. The horizon resistance is

known from the membrane paradigm to be [21]

R H ’ 4�

c
¼ 4:2� 10�10 s cm�1 ¼ 377 �: (69)

FIG. 14 (color online). A 3D visualization of the magnetic fields lines and corresponding horizon currents JH (left) and electric field
lines with the corresponding horizon charges 	H (right) for the boosted Rindler dipole. The case shown is for vS;x ¼ 0:2.

6A material with resistivity � has resistance R ¼ � L
A where L

and A are the length and cross sectional area of the material as
seen by the current. In the case of a black hole horizon, A and L
can be taken to both be of order �2M.
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The resistivity of the NS crust is likely very small com-
pared to RH, on the order of 10�24 s�1 (see e.g. [4]); thus
we set RNS ¼ 0.
The value of Rplasma is an interesting unknown and

requires numerical exploration beyond the scope of this
article. For our present purposes, as a rough guide, we
choose an effective value of Rplasma ¼ RH=2, because it

gives maximum power output through Rplasma. The

authors of Ref. [3] choose Rplasma based on equating the

power dissipated due to curvature radiation with the power
dissipated due to ohmic dissipation I2Rplasma. Upon solv-

ing for Rplasma, they find Rplasma ¼ RH when the plasma

velocity is�0:7c. However, the estimate is sensitive to the
plasma particle velocity. The dependence of power output
on Rplasma for a similar NS-NS circuit with nonzero RNS

is explored in [4]; however the NS-BH case is simpler
since the denominator of the power formula (14) is domi-
nated by RH.
Since we have set the NS resistance to 0, we focus on the

power radiated in the space between the NS and BH, i.e.
Ri ¼ Rplasma in (14). Since the horizon potential is sym-

metric around the line y ¼ yS, which contains the maxi-
mum of the potential and thus one of the circuit wires, we
multiply the above luminosity by a factor of 2. The combi-
nation of our choices for RH and VH will correspond to
maximum achievable bolometric luminosities when RNS

is ignored.
The circuit is connected if the BH is within the light

cylinder of the NS:

Rlc ¼ c

�NS

¼ 5� 109
�
P

1 s

�
cm

� 3� 103
�
P

1 s

��
10M�
M

�
GM

c2
(70)

where P is the period of the NS spin and in the last line we
quote the radius in units ofM. We choose a fiducial horizon
distance of zS ¼ 3GM=c2 where the Rindler limit is valid
and the pair has approached extremely close prior to
merger. For BHs with M * 104M� our fiducial value of
zS is larger than the light cylinder of the NS and the pair is
unplugged. We address the case for these larger black holes
in the next section. For lighter BHs, the circuit will connect
when the NS is a distance above the horizon �Rlc and the
power supplied will grow until it reaches a maximum
around our fiducial distance zs ¼ 3GM=c2 just prior to
merger. Realistically, the compact objects will plunge
extremely rapidly at such close separations so we only
use these values to get a sense of the maximum blast of
luminosity. For a 10M� BH, Rlc � zS and so the circuit is
connected for many orbits before maximum is reached.
The maximum horizon voltage and corresponding lumi-

nosities are plotted for 10M�, 102M�, and 103M� BHs in
Fig. 17 for vS;x varying from 0.01 to 0.95. For comparison,

vS;x � 0:5 at the last stable circular Schwarzschild orbit.

FIG. 15 (color online). An identical plot to Fig. 10 but for the
boosted case. Current density vectors (white) are overlaid on
contours of charge density on the stretched horizon (�H ¼
10�4) of the boosted dipole with magnetic moment in the y
direction. The bottom panel also plots streamlines of the cur-
rents. From top to bottom, the magnitude of the boost in the x
direction increases from vS;x ¼ 0:1, 0.5, 0.9. Each snapshot is

taken at gHt ¼ 10. The configuration drags along the stretched
horizon keeping a constant lag distance behind the moving
source. The induced currents can be thought of as redistributing
charge in order to slide the charge distribution along behind the
boosted dipole. The gray regions are regions of steeply increas-
ing 	H which have been removed to more clearly view the
contour structure. The axes are in units of zS.
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Finally then we have our answer. We estimate the volt-
age of our BH battery to be�1016 statvolts for a 10M� BH,
�1014 statvolts for a 102M� BH, and �1012 statvolts for
a 103M� BH when vS;x � 0:5. The luminosities in this

limited approximation are �1042 erg=s, 1038 erg=s, and
1034 erg=s respectively.
As is suggested by the prefactor in (67), the horizon

voltage and the luminosity decrease with increasing BH
mass. For zS ! 0, the horizon voltage scales as M�1 and
the luminosity as M�2. Otherwise, terms proportional to
gH inside the brackets in Eq. (67) dominate and thus the
voltage goes as M�2 causing the luminosity to scale as
M�4. Comparison of the three panels of Fig. 17 confirms
this scaling with BH mass.
This scaling also agrees with [3] where the BH-NS

battery was first proposed. In [3] the physical mechanism
was sketched out in a nonrelativistic calculation. The
analytic, relativistic solutions obtained here are in agree-
ment with the findings of [3]. Specifically, [3]’s Eq. (6) for
L exhibits the same scaling with black hole mass and NS
magnetic field strength as does our Eq. (1). Also, [3]’s
Eq. (6) is calculated for similar parameters that we use in
our calculation. They choose Rplasma ¼ RH, RNS ¼ 0,

Bp ¼ 1012, M ¼ 10M�, and a separation corresponding

to the NS orbiting at the light ring of a Schwarzschild BH.
Hence we may also compare magnitudes of the computed
luminosities in each study, and we find that they agree in
order of magnitude. Note that the inverse BH mass depen-
dence arises because we are comparing luminosities for
different BH masses while holding the distance of the
dipole source from the horizon at a fixed number of
gravitational radii (which scales with M).
We can also compute the maximum energy given to

magnetosphere particles by the horizon battery. To be clear,
we are not calculating the spectrum—which promises to be
complicated—just the maximum energy scale. The magni-
tude of horizon voltages plotted in Fig. 17 makes evident
that the highest energy particles accelerated via the horizon
battery will radiate their energy via curvature radiation.
A Rindler observer at the instantaneous location of an
accelerating plasma particle will measure a local energy
given by the characteristic energy of curvature radiation,

�R ¼ 3hc

4�

�3
p

�RLC

(71)

where h is Planck’s constant, �p is the Lorentz factor of the

plasma particle (electron or positron) measured by a Rindler
observer,7 and we have parametrized the radius of curvature
of a magnetic field line by a constant � times the NS light
cylinder radius. We choose � ¼ 0:1 throughout. The energy
measured by an observer at infinity is found by multiplying
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FIG. 16. An x ¼ xS ¼ 0 slice through the Poynting flux. The
plane contains the source as viewed by Rindler observers for
three different boost magnitudes in the x direction, vS;x ¼ 0:1,
0.5, 0.9. The Poynting flux is 0 at infinity despite outward
components of the field in the region plotted here. The axes
are in units of zS.

7The Lorentz factor in units of Rindler proper time is related to
the Lorentz factor in units of universal time by �pð�RÞ ¼
�pðtÞ=�.
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by a factor of � ¼ ðgH=c2Þz ¼ ð4GM=c2Þ�1z, which
accounts for the gravitational redshift, which is to be
evaluated at the Rindler z coordinate of emission:

�1 ¼ �
3hc

4�

�3
p

�RLC

: (72)

Keep in mind however, that far enough from the horizon,
where the Rindler limit to the Schwarzschild spacetime
breaks down (� * 1), Rindler-� does not predict the correct

gravitational redshift. So, we can only use Eq. (72) for
emission that originates close to the horizon, consistent
with the regime in which we are working.
We next solve for the values of �p. For a given BH mass

and horizon distance zS as a function of dipole boost vS;x,

we estimate the maximum �p in the radiation reaction

limit, in which the rate of energy gain from the horizon
battery is balanced by the rate of energy loss due to
curvature radiation.
A Rindler observer at the instantaneous location of an

accelerating plasma particle will measure the following
energy per unit proper time being radiated from the particle
due to dipole radiation:

P ¼ d�R
d�R

¼ 2

3
e2c

�4
p

ð�RLCÞ2
: (73)

Equation (73) is the standard relativistic Larmor formula
for the power.
Then for a plasma particle moving on the path sðtÞ, the

radiation reaction limited �p is given by

e
dV

dsi
dsi

d�R
¼ 2

3
e2c

�4
p

ð�RLCÞ2
; (74)

where use of the locally observed potential, V ¼ VH =�, is
justified since we are only considering an infinitesimal
potential difference, not a global value.
Upon inspection of the currents in Fig. 15, it is apparent

that representatively large horizon electric fields exist at
y ¼ 0 in the �x direction. Thus we choose ds ¼ dxex̂
which allows us to write

jEx
Rj
�
1� 1

�2
p

�
1=2 ¼ 2

3
e

�4
p

ð�RLCÞ2
(75)

where we have written the 3-velocity of the particle
(assumed to be only in the x direction) in terms of �p.

Note that it is Ex
R and not �Ex

R which should be on the lhs
of (75) because qEx

R is the rate of change of momentum as
viewed by Rindler observers and we are asking the Rindler
observer to locally balance the competing sources of
momentum loss and gain.
Solving the above equation for �p then gives the radia-

tion reaction limited Lorentz factor, as observed by Rindler
observers, as a function of time. Since, however, the fields
are stationary in the frame which drags along with the
horizon charges, we need only find the maximum �p at

any time and choose that as our fiducial maximum �p.

Substituting this into (72) and evaluating � at the same z
position as we evaluated (75) gives the maximum energy
due to curvature radiation that the horizon battery can
produce at a given zS, vS;x, and M, according to observers

at infinity. In practice we find the largest values of �1 when
evaluating (75) and (72) at the stretched horizon, although
varying the point of evaluation from z ¼ zH up to z ¼ 4M
changes the result for �1 by less than an order of

FIG. 17 (color online). Log luminosity computed from
Eq. (14) (blue, solid line and leftmost y-axis labels) and repre-
sentative log-voltage drop on the horizon (red, dashed line and
rightmost y-axis labels). Luminosities and voltages are com-
puted for M ¼ 10M�, 102M�, and 103M� with the dipole at
Rindler height zS ¼ 3M as a function of vS;x varying from 0.01

to 0.95. The last stable circular orbit in the Schwarzschild
spacetime would have vS;x ¼ 0:5.
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magnitude. Figure 18 plots the maximum �p and �1 as a

function of vS;x at dipole height of zS ¼ 3GM=c2 for BH
masses M ¼ 10M�, 102M�, and 103M�.

We estimate maximum �p’s of our BH battery to be

�1010:2 for a 10M� BH, �109:5 for a 102M� BH, and
�108:7 for a 103M� BH when vS;x � 0:5. However, recall
that these are the Lorentz factors measured by the Rindler
observers at the stretched horizon and do not correspond to
the tremendous energies which (71) would imply. It is the
energy measured at infinity given by (72) which carries the
only physical relevance here. These �p’s correspond to

maximum curvature radiation energies at infinity of
approximately 30 TeV, 100 GeV, and 1 GeV respectively
at vS;x ¼ 0:5. Because of the decrease in horizon voltage

for larger mass BHs, as for the luminosity, the curvature
radiation energies are smaller for larger mass BHs.

We reiterate that the radiation energies plotted here
represent the highest energies that could be emitted by
the NS-BH circuit. We are not accounting for any plasma
effects which may act to screen the maximum fields quoted
here. In addition, we are using the radiation-reaction lim-
ited �p computed for plasma particles with velocities

aligned with the largest values of the electric field across
the horizon. There will also be a spectrum of lower energy
synchrocurvature radiation not calculated here.

Although we have not computed time scales or detailed
spectra of emission we note that with luminosities reaching
up to 1042 erg=s (1048 erg=s for magnetars) and with the
capability of producing photons with energies reaching
into the TeV range, the mechanism discussed here for a
BH mass of 10M� could be capable of producing bursts of
gamma rays. Further investigation of this mechanism and
the time scale, as well as any variability, of emission is
needed in order to say whether the BH-NS circuit is
responsible for previously detected high-energy bursts, or
rather, if it is responsible for an as of yet unobserved
phenomenon.

We now look closer at the larger BH case, where the
Rindler limit is an even better proxy for the physical
situation.

B. NS plummet into a supermassive BH

Although motivated by an interest in stellar mass BHs,
the solutions we have found in the Rindler limit well
approximate the end of a NS’s plummet into an intermedi-
ate mass or supermassive black hole (IMBH, SMBH). We
have included analysis for IMBHs in the previous section;
here we consider a SMBH. Recall that for the mechanism
to operate, the BH horizon must be within the magneto-
sphere of the NS; the distance of the NS from the horizon
must be less than the light cylinder radius (70) of the NS. In
the previous subsection we always had that Rlc � zS ¼
3M. For the SMBH case however, the NS light cylinder is
smaller than 3M. Thus we locate the dipole at zs ¼ Rlc so
that the circuit is connected. In this case the Rindler

approximation is good for the entire time that luminosity
can be generated by the BH battery.
In Fig. 19, we plot the luminosities and energy of

curvature radiation that could be generated by the dipole
at a distance Rlc from a 106M� BH horizon. We find that
for vS;x ¼ 0:5, luminosities of order 1026 erg=s can be

achieved by the SMBH-NS circuit. The maximum �p’s

are still rather large reaching values of �107:4 at vS;x ¼
0:5. However, recall that these are the maximum �p’s as

measured by Rindler observers at the stretched horizon and

FIG. 18 (color online). Maximum curvature radiation energies
computed from Eq. (72) (blue, solid line and leftmost y-axis
labels) and corresponding maximum �p [Eq. (75)] to which

electrons/positrons can be accelerated (red, dashed line and
rightmost y-axis labels). Both are computed for M ¼ 10M�,
102M�, and 103M� with the dipole at Rindler height zS ¼ 3M as
a function of vS;x varying from 0.01 to 0.95.
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so observed energies at infinity are reduced by a factor of
�H ¼ 10�4 from what would be inferred from �p alone.

For vS;x ¼ 0:5 the SMBH-NS circuit could generate ener-

gies of curvature radiation peaking in the x-ray range at
�100 keV.

At luminosities of �1026 erg=s and peak radiation
energies of �100 keV, even if the SMBH were in our
own Galactic center, this signal would be difficult to detect,
as it emanates from a noisy Galactic nucleus and could be
beamed in a direction not guaranteed to intersect Earth.
Note, however, that in the optimal case of a magnetar with
Bp ’ 1015 G, and a slower spin period of�10 s, the circuit

would be connected at a 10� greater distance from the
horizon and emit at a peak luminosity of �1032 erg=s.
Such events, if beamed in our direction may produce a
short, if faint, x-ray burst coming from the Galactic center.
We can put a type of upper limit on the length of such a
magnetar-SMBH x-ray burst by noting that the infall time
observed at infinity for the NS falling from Rlc to a RNS at
the speed of light is of order a minute. However, the
energetics of the magnetosphere could limit any emission
to a much shorter interval. For comparison, x-ray flares at
the Galactic center are observed with durations of order an
hour and x-ray luminosities of �1035 erg=s in the energy
range 2–10 keV [25].

NS-BH systems with BH mass in the range 103–105M�
can also be accurately described by the Rindler limit and
could reside nearby within globular clusters in the halo of
our Galaxy (see e.g. [26]). The bottom panels of Figs. 17
and 18 show that for a 103M� BH the BH-NS system could
generate luminosities of order 1034 erg=s peaking at a
maximum achievable energy of radiation at a few GeV.

To determine whether such a signal from a NS-IMBH
binary would be detectable with currently operating instru-
ments we consider flux sensitivities of the SWIFT Burst
Alert Telescope (BAT) [27] and the FERMI Gamma-ray
Burst Monitor (GBM) [28] which are well suited for
observing such transient high-energy events. From the
BAT flux sensitivity �10�8 ergs cm�2 s�1 and the GBM
trigger rate 0:6 photons cm�2 s�1 respectively, we may
compute the minimum flux over the instrument energy
range needed to detect a NS plunge event with luminosity
computed from our model in the previous section. With
this we can calculate a maximum observable distance for
which our NS-BH circuit signal would be detectable.
Assuming that the radiation is beamed into a solid angle
�� ¼ 100 deg2, taking a photon index of 5=3 for curva-
ture radiation, and integrating over the energy range of the
instrument (15 to 150 keV for the BAT and 150 keV to
40 MeV for the GBM) we find

Dmax ’ 3:8 kpc

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�
L

1:3� 1034 erg=s

��
100 deg2

��

�s

SWIFT BAT 15 ! 150 keV

or

Dmax ’ 0:4 kpc

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�
L

1:3� 1034 erg=s

��
100 deg2

��

�s

FERMI GBM 150 keV ! 40 MeV

where for the luminosity we have used the vS;x ¼ 0:5 value
for a 103M� mass black hole system. (See Fig. 17.) Note
that the above distances scale directly with the NS mag-
netic field strength. For a magnetar, maximum observable
distances are of order a Mpc. Since Galactic globular
clusters exist within a few kpc of Earth such NS-IMBH
inspirals could be observationally interesting events if the
mechanism for EM radiation discussed here operates and if
IMBHs exist in globular clusters.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

When a magnetized NS and a BH approach within the
NS light cylinder, an electromagnetic circuit is established.
In the Rindler limit, this corresponds to a magnetic dipole
boosted parallel to the flat-wall horizon. The power sup-
plied to the circuit will increase as the pair draws closer,

FIG. 19 (color online). Luminosity, voltage (top) and energy,
Lorentz-factor (bottom) plots identical to those portrayed in
Figs. 17 and 18 respectively. Here we have plotted both panels
for a 106M� BH and at a much smaller horizon distance than in
the previous figures: zS ¼ Rlc, corresponding to the maximum
separation where the BH-NS circuit remains connected.
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reaching a maximum just before merger. The maximum
voltage the battery attains and the maximum luminosities
powered at this final stage scale roughly as

Vmax
H

’ 3:3� 1016
�

Bp

1012 G

��
M

10M�

��2
statvolts

Lmax ’ 1:3� 1042
�

Bp

1012 G

�
2
�

M

10M�

��4 erg

s

ðzS ¼ 3M; vS;x ¼ 0:5; Rplasma ¼RH ; RNS ¼ 0Þ:
(76)

The scaling changes if the NS does not maintain the fixed
height of 3M above the horizon and depends as well on the
unknowns Rplasma and RNS. The estimated maximum

could be higher when BH and NS spins are included. NS
spin can be thought of as increasing the effective vS;x. BH

spin adds extra power from the analogue of the Blandford-
Znajek effect.

There are many caveats to consider when formulating
observational features of an event-horizon battery, such as
potential short circuits in the system. Short circuits could
turn the mechanism off temporarily until the current builds
up again. A possible signature of this short circuit transient
might be repeated spikes in the emissions. For instance,
charges from the NS and the magnetosphere can screen the
induced electric fields. Additionally, if both the horizon
voltage and the magnetic field strength are large enough,
pair production could become an important source of
screening charges. Another concern is that at such high
voltages the current generated along the magnetic field
lines would be so great that the magnetic fields induced
exceed those of the original dipole. However, [5] has
shown that this effect should not be large enough to short
out the circuit for a NS-BH system due to the large resist-
ance of the horizon. In any case, the structure of the NS-BH
magnetosphere needs to be investigated further in order
to determine the viability of an event-horizon battery
powered electromagnetic signal.

It would be essential to pin down the time scales of the
various emission mechanisms associated with this phe-
nomenon, although the solutions presented here give us
no special advantage in doing so. Numerical results are
needed to carefully characterize this EM signal in greater
detail—although we can conjecture that there are poten-
tially several distinct channels: (1) a brief jet, (2) beamed
synchrotron and curvature radiation that sweeps across the
sky, and (3) a faint hot spot as charged particles hit the
NS pole.

These caveats aside, in light of this analysis we can
say that BH-NS binaries with BHs of order tens of
M� could conceivably produce luminosities of order
1042 erg=s (1048 erg=s if the NS is a magnetar) and emit
high-energy gamma rays, possibly consistent with a sub-
class of gamma-ray bursts. Therefore, stellar mass BH-NS
binaries detectable by AdLIGO could power high-energy

electromagnetic radiation, possibly into the TeV range,
detectable moments prior to the gravitational radiation
burst at merger. Discovery of these important pairs could
probe NS properties as well as population rates in the pre-
AdLIGO era. Also intriguing is the possibility of an IMBH
in a binary with a highly magnetized NS. Although less
energetic, their emissions may nonetheless be detectable.
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APPENDIX A: DETAILED SOLUTION TO
THE FIELD EQUATIONS

In Minkowski spacetime, Maxwell’s equations for the
4-potential A� are

hA�ðxÞ � @�ð@�A�Þ ¼ 4�

c
J�ðxÞ (A1)

where J�ðxÞ is the 4-current as a function of the coordi-
nates and we retain factors of c in the appendix. Working
in the Lorentz gauge @�A

� ¼ 0, Maxwell’s equations

become sourced wave equations,

hA�ðxÞ ¼ 4�

c
J�ðxÞ: (A2)

The solution for A� can be written in terms of the retarded
(or advanced) Green’s function given by

hxGðx; �xÞ ¼ 
ð4Þ½x� �x� (A3)

where x is the observer spacetime coordinates, and �x is the
spacetime position 4-vector to be integrated over. The
above equation shows that Gðx; �xÞ must depend on x and
�x only via the 4-vector x� �x, so we write the retarded
Green’s function as Gðx� �xÞ and solve Eq. (A3) to
find [29]

Gðx� �xÞ ¼ 1

2�
Hðx0 � �x0Þ
½ðx� �xÞ2� (A4)

where the Heaviside function H picks out the retarded as
opposed to the advanced Green’s function. We may then
write the solution to Eq. (A2),

A� ¼ 4�

c

Z
Gðx� �xÞJ�ð �xÞ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi� �g

p
d4 �x (A5)

where, in Cartesian coordinates, the metric determinant
g ¼ �1. A choice of source distribution for the 4-current
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in (A5) gives the 4-potential from which the fields may be
computed.

1. Point charge

Although the derivation of an electric point charge can
be found in a standard text on electrodynamics (we follow
[29] below), we include the derivation here to better
elucidate, and put in context, the derivation for the dipole
to follow.

The 4-current in terms of the 4-position x
�
S ð�Þ of a point

charge q with arbitrary 4-velocity V� is

J�ðxÞ ¼ c
Z

qV�ð�Þ
ð4Þ½x� xSð�Þ�d� (A6)

where � is the proper time of the source charge.
Substituting Eqs. (A6) and (A4) into (A5) yields

A� ¼ 2q
Z

Hðx0 � �x0Þ
½ðx� �xÞ2�V�ð�Þ
� 
ð4Þ½ �x� xSð�Þ�d4 �xd�: (A7)

Integrating over the volume,

A� ¼ 2q
Z

Hðx0 � x0Sð�ÞÞ
½ðx� xSð�ÞÞ2�V�ð�Þd�: (A8)

To evaluate this we use the rule,


½fðxÞ� ¼ X
i


ðx� xiÞ
jð@f=@xÞx¼xi j

(A9)

where the sum is over the ith root of fðxÞ. This allows us to
write


½ðx� xSð�ÞÞ2� ¼ 
ð�� ��Þ
j � 2r�ð�ÞV�ð�Þj� (A10)

where, as in the text, r� ¼ x� � x
�
S ð�Þ and �� is the proper

time of the point charge given by the light cone condition,

r�r
�j� ¼ 0: (A11)

Using (A10) to simplify (A8), we find

A�
LW ¼ qV�ð�Þ

V�ð�Þr�ð�Þ
����������

; (A12)

which are the Lienard-Wiechert potentials for a moving
point charge. Note that all quantities are evaluated at the
retarded point ��ðxÞ, the proper time at which the source
coordinates are coincident with the past light cone of the
observer at x. Transforming these to Rindler space (lower-
case or primed), we find

A�0 ¼ L�0
�A

�
LW ¼ L�0

�

� qL�
�0V�0

r�L�0
�V�0

�
��

¼ qL�0
�L

�
��0V

�0
�

V��0L
�0
��ðx� � x��Þ

; (A13)

as found in [20]. Here L�0
� denotes the transformation

matrix @x�
0

@x� . The potentials are written in terms of the

vectors at the retarded point (subscript � above) and the
observer point coordinates (no subscript). To write them in
terms of only the observer coordinates, and thus obtain the
full solution, we use the light cone condition to solve for
the intersection of the past light cone of the observer, and
the trajectory of the source. In Minkowski coordinates,

ðXi � Xi�Þ2 ¼ ðT � T�Þ2; (A14)

and in Rindler coordinates

ðx� x�Þ2 þ ðy� y�Þ2 þ z2 þ z2�
� 2zz� cosh ½gHðt� t�Þ� ¼ 0: (A15)

2. A general dipole solution

We now derive the analog of the Lienard-Wiechert
potential for a pure dipole source with arbitrary 4-velocity.
We start again from Eq. (A5) but write the 4-current for a
point dipole source

J�ðxÞ ¼ cr�

Z
Q��ð�Þ
ð4Þ½x� xSð�Þ�d� (A16)

where the antisymmetric dipole tensor,

Q��ð�Þ ¼ V�p� � p�V� þ ����	V
�m	; (A17)

is the antisymmetric decomposition of electric and mag-
netic parts given by [22]. We discuss this decomposition
further in the next appendix. Equation (A17) is a general
decomposition of any antisymmetric rank 2 tensor given
vectors V, p and m such that p � V ¼ m � V ¼ 0. Such
vectors p and m can be chosen in terms of the dipole
moments as measured in the instantaneous rest frame of
the source, pS and mS,

p� ¼
�
�S�jp

j
S; p

i
S þ

�S � 1

�j�j

�jp
j
S�

i

�

m� ¼
�
�S�jm

j
S; m

i
S þ

�S � 1

�j�j

�jm
j
S�

i

�
:

(A18)

In Minkowski coordinates we set
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�g

p ¼ 1 and substi-

tute (A16) into (A5) to get

A� ¼ 2
Z �

Hðx0 � �x0Þ
½ðx� �xÞ2�

� �r�

�Z
Q��ð�Þ
ð4Þ½ �x� xSð�Þ�d�

��
d4 �x: (A19)

Since Q�� depends on source coordinates while �r� is

taken with respect to observer coordinates, we may take
Q�� out of the derivative,

A� ¼ 2
ZZ

fHðx0 � �x0Þ
½ðx� �xÞ2�Q��ð�Þ
� �r�ð
ð4Þ½ �x� xSð�Þ�Þgd�d4 �x: (A20)
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To evaluate the above integrals we use the notion of a
generalized derivative and employ integration by parts to
writeZ a

b
@ �x
ðx� �xÞfð �xÞd �x ¼ 
ðx� �xÞfð �xÞjab

�
Z a

b

ðx� �xÞ@ �xfð �xÞd �x ¼ �½@ �xfð �xÞ� �x¼x (A21)

for a continuous, once differentiable function fðxÞ. We
assume x  ða; bÞ so that the boundary terms disappear.
Generalizing to multiple dimensions,Z a

b

Z a

b
@ �x½
ðx� �xÞ
ðy� �yÞ�fð �x; �yÞd �xd �y¼�½@ �xfð �x;yÞ� �x¼x;

(A22)

and to the case at hand,Z
@�½
nðx� �xÞ�F��...ð �x0; �x1 . . . �xnÞ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi� �g

p
dn �x

¼ �½@�F��...ð �x0; �x1 . . . �xnÞ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi� �g
p � �x�¼x: (A23)

Integrating by parts [i.e. using (A23)]

A� ¼ �2
Z
½ �r�Hðx0 � �x0Þ
½ðx� �xÞ2�Q��ð�Þ� �x¼xSð�Þd�

¼ �2
Z

rS
�ðHðx0 � x0Sð�ÞÞ
½ðx� xSð�ÞÞ2�ÞQ��ð�Þd�

(A24)

where rS
� ¼ @

@x
�
S
ð�Þ and the second line follows because

Q��ð�Þ does not depend on �x, and the function being
differentiated and then evaluated at xSð�Þ does not depend
anywhere on xSð�Þ before being evaluated. Applying the
product rule to the derivative, we obtain two terms to
evaluate:

A�
1 ¼ �2

Z
rS

�½Hðx0 � x0Sð�ÞÞ�
½ðx� x0Sð�ÞÞ2�Q��ð�Þd�
(A25)

A�
2 ¼ �2

Z
Hðx0 � x0Sð�ÞÞrS

�½
½ðx� x0Sð�ÞÞ2��Q��ð�Þd�:
(A26)

Using

½ �r�Hðx0 � �x0Þ� �x¼xS ¼ �
0
�
ðx0 � x0SÞ (A27)

and


½ðx� xSð�ÞÞ2� ¼ 
ð�� ��Þ
j � 2rð�ÞVð�Þj� (A28)

we find

A�
1 ðxÞ ¼

Z
d�Q�0
ðx0 � x0SÞ


ð�� ��Þ
½r � V��

¼ Q�0

ðr � VÞ
ðx
0 � x0SÞj� (A29)

which is only nonzero at the retarded point, so for observ-
ers at the location of the dipole. The second term can be
written

A�
2 ¼�2

Z
Q��ð�ÞHðx0�x0Sð�ÞÞrS

��
d

d�

�

ð����Þ

j�2ðr �VÞj�
�
d�

(A30)

where we have used the chain rule to rewrite rS
�.

Integrating by parts we find

A�
2 ¼

Z d

d�
½Q��ð�ÞHðx0 � x0Sð�ÞÞrS

���
ð�� ��Þ
ðr � VÞ� d�

(A31)

which, upon integration over �, we may write as

A�
2 ¼ d

d��
½Q��ð��ÞHðx0 � x0Sð��ÞÞrS

���� 1

ðr � VÞ� (A32)

where we have again exploited the fact that the function
being differentiated in square brackets does not depend
anywhere on ��. This allows us to first evaluate the func-
tion at �� and then take the derivative with respect to ��,
instead of differentiating first and then evaluating.
Now, we can use

rS
��j� ¼ r��j� ¼

r�
r � V

���������
(A33)

which follows from writing out the gradient of the null
condition with respect to source coordinates,

rrS
�r

j� ¼ rðrS
�x

 � 

�Þj� ¼ 0 rrS

�x
j� ¼ r�j�;

(A34)

so that we may write

rS
��j� ¼ rS

�x
�r��j� ¼

r�
r � V

���������
: (A35)

Using this, we can combine terms and include A�
1 to obtain

A�ðxÞ ¼ r�

�
Q��

ðr � VÞ
�
�
�
�
�S

Q��r�

ðr � VÞ2 �
Q�0

ðr � VÞ
�
�

ðrÞ:

(A36)

The first term is our desired solution for observers off of the
source worldline. The terms which turn on at the position
of the dipole fall off one factor of �ðr � VÞ more slowly
than the worldline terms. Still however, the off-worldline
terms and their curl blow up at the position of the dipole.
A very different means to the first term in Eq. (A36) can be
found in [23].
For completeness we write out the transformed Rindler

potential (for observers not at the position of the dipole) in
terms of positions, velocities, accelerations, and dipole
moments in the Rindler frame analogous to Eq. (A13),
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A�0 ðx0Þ ¼ L�0
��

��
�	

�L�
�0a�

0
L	

	0m	0
L�0

�r�0 þ L�
�0V�0

L	
	0 _m	0

L�0
�r�0

ðr � VÞ2 � L�
�0V�0

L	
	0m	0

L�0
�r�0

ðr � VÞ3 ð1þ r � aÞ
�
�
:

(A37)

APPENDIX B: DIPOLE MOMENTS

To clarify the interpretation of the dipole moment 4-
vectors, we will work in direct analogy to the electric and
magnetic field vectors for which the antisymmetric
Maxwell tensor is

F�� ¼ u�E� � E�u� þ ����	B
�u	: (B1)

The fields as measured by an observer with 4-velocity u�

are then given by

E� ¼ F��u� B� ¼ 1

2
����
F�
u�: (B2)

The electric field of one observer is not a coordinate trans-
formation of the electric field of another observer, although
the two electric fields can be related.

To relate the fields of two different observers, consider
first a Minkowski observer having 4-velocity u

�
M ¼

ð1; 0; 0; 0Þ. She sees

EM ¼ �Fi0 BM ¼ 1

2
�ijkFjk (B3)

so that we can build the Maxwell tensor in Minkowski
coordinates:

F�� ¼ 0 �EM

EM �ijkB
k
M

 !
: (B4)

On the other hand, the EM fields measured by an observer
that moves with generic 4-velocity u� ¼ �ð1;�Þ accord-
ing to our Minkowski observer can be related to the EM
fields measured by our Minkowski observer through

E�0
o ¼ @x�

0

@x�
F��u� B�0

o ¼ 1

2

@x�
0

@x�
����
F�
u�: (B5)

Expanding gives the relation

E0
o ¼ �̂ð�̂ � EMÞð1� �Þ þ �EM þ �ð�� BMÞ

B0
o ¼ �̂ð�̂ � BMÞð1� �Þ þ �BM � �ð�� EMÞ

(B6)

[equivalent to Eq. (34)]. For emphasis, EM are the compo-
nents of the electric field measured by a Minkowski ob-
server in her inertial frame basis while by contrast E0

o are
the components of the electric field measured by an ob-
server boosted (relative to the Minkowski observer) and
expressed in the (boosted) observer’s coordinate basis. The
fields EM and E0

o are not related solely by a coordinate
transformation.

To construct the relevant objects and interpretations for
the EM dipole moments we note that

Q $ F p $ E m $ B V $ u: (B7)

Working in analogy with the above, we begin with the
antisymmetric dipole tensor Q��. Any antisymmetric rank
2 tensor can be decomposed given a timelike unit vector V
and two vectors p and m which are orthogonal to V

Q�� ¼ V�p� � p�V� þ ����	V
�m	; (B8)

The identities

p� ¼ Q��V� m� ¼ 1

2
����
F�
V� (B9)

provide definitions for the covariant dipole moments. We
will use V� ¼ V�

S ¼ �Sð1;�SÞ, the 4-velocity of the

source. An observer at rest in the coordinate basis in which
Q is expressed measures dipole moments (B9) for a source
moving with velocity V

�
S with respect to that basis.

In direct analogy to the EM field tensor, the dipole
moment tensor Q�� is the physically significant entity
while, in direct analogy to the electric and magnetic fields,
p and m are observer dependent.

In the rest frame of the source, V�0
S ¼ ð1; 0; 0; 0Þ, and we

can define the rest-frame moments

p�0 	 ð0;pSÞ ¼ �Qi000 m�0 	 ð0;mSÞ ¼ 1

2
�i

0j0k0Qj0k0

(B10)

so that we can build the dipole tensor in Minkowski
coordinates:

Q�0
�0 ¼

0 �pS

pS �i
0j0

k0m
k0

 !
: (B11)

In general, the source may be moving with respect to the
natural basis. If we want to express the components ofQ in
a basis with respect to which the source is moving, we
Lorentz transform

Q�� ¼ @x�

@x�
0
@x�

@x�
0 Q

�0�0
: (B12)

The Lorentz boosted source velocity is V
�
S ¼ �Sð1;�SÞ

and the Lorentz boosted dipole moments are

p� ¼ ð�S�S � pS;pS þ ð�S � 1Þð�̂S � pSÞ�̂SÞ
m� ¼ ð�S�S �mS;mS þ ð�S � 1Þð�̂S �mSÞ�̂SÞ

(B13)

which are identical to Eq. (31) with pS � 0. Expressions
(B13) are the moments as measured by an observer that
sees the source boosted.
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There is a subtlety to be noted. V determines the basis in
which you are expressingQ, unlike EM fields where u does
not determine the basis in which you are expressing F. In
other words, you can choose a basis and write the compo-
nents of F in that basis. However, there are no restrictions
on which observer you consult in that basis and therefore

no restrictions on which u to contract with in the defini-
tions of E, B. By contrast, once you choose a basis and
write out the components ofQ in that basis, you have fixed
the source velocity VS. There is one and only one VS with
respect to a given basis, and so one and only one VS to
contract with in the definitions in p and m.
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